2003 mercedes benz e 500

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Nice guy, no BS, no
hassle, works hard to make sure vehicle is clean and functioning correctly before you arrive.
Great customer service. I love the truck. Only lil minor things to fix but I'm def loving this truck..
I will refer friend and family and I will return on a later date for something else. Dustin was a
great salesman. Complex immediately contacted about my interest in the Chrysler Crossfire
Limited Coupe. I ended up purchasing a vehicle for them and it went great. They were very
professional to work with and the car came as expected. Luxury was slow but they answered
my questions. I found a vehicle in the area to purchase. Absolutely amazing. Great guys, very
warm reception and they offered me doughnuts aswell while they took care of my paper work. I
had ask for a few pictures because This car lot is 25 miles from me. All I received is a e mail
saying that the vehicle would be on the lot this weekend. Not what I would expect. Great
customer service replied to me quick and answered all my questions and they have good prices
and clean vehicles. I was contacted within a few days. I had sent the request by accident. The
person who contacted me was polite and professional. Sabastian was excellent! He was honest
and willing to take the time to help me out. He made me feel very comfortable and never put any
pressure on me to purchase a car. He allowed me time to make an informed decision. There was
multiple issues with my purchase nor have i even gotten the paper work for the deal.. They
stopped answering the phone. My wife broke down on the way back with the car and i need to
drive several hours to pic k her and the car up. Very poor customer service and non
professional. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Peter. Sumter, SC
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. This car was very nice, no damage, no
accidents reported. If anyone would ask me what I thought of. Mercedes- Benz I would have to
tell them if this us the car. The greatest blend of quality, comfort, and fun to drive. I have 2 W
E-Class cars and they have been very reliable. I also have a W with k miles, so these cars are
built to last and stay looking great. Great car with a really smooth ride. Headlights are amazing
and the interior is really nice and comfortable. Why Use CarGurus? This car has been amazing. I
have sunk some money into it while I have owned it for 5 years but have also driven it from 90,
miles at purchase in and it just turned , today as I regularly drove it mph on a mile weekend trip.
I still love this car, even after 6 years. Drives, handles great for a luxury sedan, and I tend to
drive fast. Air suspension allows changing suspension for different driving conditions. It really
works. Only problems have been electronic and happened in first 15K mi. None since; just
normal maintenance. Car still looks and drives like new at 80, miles. We bought this certified
pre-owned E 2 months ago, and it has been in the shop 4 times for electrical error messages
SRS and SOS Disabled, electrical consumers switched off message, and more. Today my car
caught on fire with me and my 2 children buckled in carseats in the backseat. The entire inside
of the car filled with thick white smoke and smelled of burning. The electrical system fried,
caught fire,and didn't allow me to open any doors to get my kids out. I ripped them out of their
seats, fire trucks put out the fire, we are safe, but a total loss. After the key was taken out the
clock and speedometer were spinning, radio blaring, windshield wipers squirting, everything I
regret to say that this was the worst Mercedes I have ever owned. It seemed that something
went wrong with it every other week. The digital read-outs on main display failed causing to lose
the ability to use particular options, HVAC system completely failed and needed total
replacement, window regulator failures, side mirror motor failures, seat heater failures, seat
adjustment motor failure, trunk release failure, fluid leaks, engine mounts needed replacement
60K miles! Despite this being Mercedes, nobody should be experiencing this many problems
with a car costing this much. It is by far the worst car I have ever owned. When running the car
is a joy to drive. However, the maintenance expense before and after the warranty is the worst I
have ever experienced in all my years of owning cars. The experienced has been nothing but a
let down of my expectations of owning a certified pre-owned vehicle with less than 20, miles
when I purchased it. Definitely has lowered my opinion of the franchise. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the E-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Worst time for
Mercedes? Items per page:. Write a review See all E-Classes for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the E-Class. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the E-Class.

Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive
Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes Reverse tilt passenger
mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel
level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes.
Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 10 -way power passenger seat yes bucket front
seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes Front leg room Passenger seat with power
adjustable lumbar support yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Drag Coefficient. Height 57
in. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Suspension Suspension
four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes multi-link front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4 yr.
Roadside Unlimited yr. Inventory See E-Class Inventory. Sign Up. Pacific Blue Stone Ash
Charcoal. See E-Class Inventory. For decades that was the Mercedes motto. But under the
onslaught of new competitors from Japan and a surging BMW , the company in the early s
moved away from the cold rationality implied by that slogan and toward a warmer, and perhaps
fuzzier, image of itself. Judging by this spanking-new E, however, we don't think anyone told
the engineers about the change. Under its stylish skin, the E comes standard with the Airmatic
DC suspension that electronically jugglesâ€”20 times per second, although our managing editor
refuses to believe this - four stages of shock-absorber damping, two levels of air-spring
stiffness, and variable ride height at all four wheels to achieve the optimal balance between ride
and handling. When the driver applies the brake pedal, he or she is actually pressing a sensor
that takes the request for deceleration and separately sends precisely metered hydraulic
pressure to each of the four brake calipers based on the vehicle's speed, cornering attitude, and
amount of braking required. The accelerator is also connected to the engine only by electronics.
As a result, the engine-management computer provides different amounts of acceleration per
increment of accelerator-pedal movement for a gentle driver or a leadfoot. Even the
power-steering system, which does retain a direct mechanical link to the front wheels, alters its
degree of power assistance according to a series of tables burned into an EPROM in yet another
microcomputer. Lest you think all of the E's technology has originated with the computer and
electrical engineers, the new car is also graced with an unusually sleek, sturdy, and lightweight
body. The hood, the trunklid, the front fenders, and the various internal panels are stamped
from aluminum. Of the steel panels, 42 percent of them are formed of various high-strength
steels. And some of these employ a new stamping technology that varies the thickness of the
metal from 0. Highs: Effortless power, sophisticated technology, elegant styling inside and out.
The result is an percent improvement in resistance to twisting, even though the overall weight
of the body structure is essentially unchanged. Meanwhile, the drag coefficient remains at the
excellent 0. None of these technical esoterica is nearly as obvious as the major restyling of this
E-class. The four-eyed front end that debuted with the previous model in , and which has been
expanded and adapted across the Mercedes line, has now come full circle and has been
updated on the original. The new front end is laid back to form a steeper and sleeker prow, and
the headlights are enhanced with clear lenses and highly detailed projector-beam lighting units.
In profile, the new model is not radically different from its predecessor, but a slightly higher,
more rounded roofline does produce a more coupe-like ambience. In back, tapered corners and
SL-like taillights are much more interesting-looking than the blocky tail of its predecessor. One
of the strengths of the previous E-class was its interior package. The new model, with a
wheelbase almost an inch longer, continues this tradition. Moreover, when you specify the
folding rear seat, you get a front-passenger seatback that folds fully forward, allowing you to
accommodate items up to inches long. Such practical talents may seem mundane, but they are
critical in the E-class, which has long been the mainstream Mercedes family sedan around the
world. That said, Mercedes has been working on the warm and fuzzy aspects of the E-class
since the last generation, and the new car has more emotional appeal than any previous
version. The most obvious change is the V-8 model's escalation from a 4. Although peak power
only increases from to horsepower, torque jumps from to pound-feet and peaks at rpm, rpm
down the scale from the previous E model's peak. This power increase slices a few 10ths off the
E's 0-to time to 5. The quarter-mile is covered in Moreover, the performance is smooth, silent,
and utterly effortless. Squeeze the throttle on the highway, and the E surges ahead even without
a transmission kickdown. And when you do provoke one of the five-speed gearbox's fluid
downshifts, the car leaps forward with more energy than any of its competitors that we've
tested. Cruising along at the elevated speeds the E can effortlessly attain is a secure
experience, with the brainy suspension constantly matching the spring and damper settings to

the road conditions. On smooth roads, the Benz glides along silently and serenely, with that
air-bearing-like smoothness only the best German cars seem to produce. On rougher Michigan
roads, the body maintains an even keel, without so much as a creak or a groan provoked by
even the hardest hits. Turn up the speed, and the E maintains its controlled demeanor, even
when the pavement causes the wheels to pump furiously. With 0. But when you start cornering
hard at higher speeds, the steering effort becomes genuinely heavy. This high effort lends an air
of solidity to the handling, but it also makes the E seem less than willing or agile. The brakes
are plenty powerful. The Sensotronic system does a fine job of apportioning the braking force to
match the traction of the four wheels. But when you quickly remove your foot from the
accelerator to prepare to brake for a corner, the system thinks you are preparing for a panic
stop and preloads the hydraulic circuit. As a result, the brakes bite immediately, and you tend to
dip the nose more than you wanted to. Lows: Computer-controlled steering, brakes, and
suspension could feel more natural. Leaving the Airmatic DC suspension in the softest setting
probably works best under most circumstances because selecting a stiffer mode simply locks
out the more resilient modes of the suspension. The stiffest of the three modes produces an
unyielding ride on most pavement, although we concede we didn't try it on a racetrack. Given
our druthers, we would probably calibrate the system so the current soft mode is the
intermediate setting and produce an even softer setting for everyday cruising. It's in the
everyday give-and-take that the new E seems happiest, in part because a new interior restores
the rich ambience that many customers longed for in the previous generation. The band of
wood and polished aluminum snaking its way across the door panels and dashboard is most
attractive, and all the dash panels are molded from low-gloss soft plastic that feels positively
rich. Same goes for the gathered-leather panels where your elbows touch the door and the
center armrests. Even the lower parts of the dash give a little when your knees brush against
them. The main three-gauge instrument cluster is a study in legible and elegant simplicity. The
climate controls are segregated at the top of the stack, and the sound-system functions are
handled below in a manner that no longer requires intensive study of the owner's manual.
Opened up, you can view the sky from all seating positions. You can also add a
solar-cell-powered ventilation fan to this fancy sunroof or simply opt for a conventional sliding
panel. How about three different styles of optional seats? But it is effortlessly powerful,
extremely capable, stylish, elegant, and eminently practical. It can also be fitted with every
technological feature and luxury option you can imagineâ€”as well as many you can't. Those
who can afford to drive one every day should consider themselves fortunate. Our test car was
too tricky by half. The Airmatic DC suspension and Distronic automatic cruise control work as
promised. But I'm a simple man of simple pleasures. I don't really desire either of these things.
Oh, and the electronic brakes are just unpleasant to use. With full application, they stop the car
in a short distance, but the pedal is more like a switch than the rheostat it should be. It's either
gentle speed retardation or full-on caliper clamp. The basics of the car are excellent: good ride,
commendable handling, and great stability. And the V-8 absolutely honks. But I'd opt for the V-6
and drop all of the gizmos and gadgets. I'd rather do it myself! These ads came to mind while I
was piloting this E-class. It's a lovely car â€” plenty of smooth power, handsome interior
styling, superb high-speed stability â€” but like Jill's mom, it overdoes it on the too-helpful
front. The electronic braking assist makes it difficult to achieve smooth modulation. The
Distronic cruise control produces irritating slow-downs. And the electronic map for the
power-steering effort defies understanding. Kitted with the fatter tires and firmer springs of the
optional Sport package, this E leaves driving impressions that lesser versions may not quite
match. Caveats and brakes aside, the E is swift, stable, never nervous, and endo
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wed with all the high-velocity composure of its predecessor. Better yet, the sharper, more
assertive steering erases much of the old car's back-road stodginess. But the big leap is in the
design. The sheetmetal parts the air with exceptionally clean, curvaceous lines, and the interior
dials and controls are the most intelligent of any current Benz. Plus, the E still weighs several
hundred pounds less than the competitors. Encore, Mercedes! New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Best Sedan and the
E-Class. The Verdict: A wonderful everyday sedan for the upper crust. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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